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Implementation
def receive = {
  case Request(command: Command) =>
    propose(command)

  case decision @ Decision(slot, decisionCommand) =>
    decisions.put(slot, decisionCommand)
    reproposeIfClobbered(slot, decisionCommand)
    try {
      performFun(decision)
    } catch {
      case t: Throwable =>
        logger.warning("...")
    }

  case decisionHint @ DecisionHint(decisionHintSlotNum) =>
    slotNum = decisionHintSlotNum + 1
    outstandingProposals.filter((k, _) => k > decisionHintSlotNum)
    decisions.filter((k, _) => k > decisionHintSlotNum)
    localLeader forward decisionHint

  case Reap =>
    reapStagnantProposals()
}

Conclusions
Sirius provides access to reference data with:

- Native, arbitrary data structures
- Eventually consistent replication
- Persistence and replay
- Convenient library interface

http://comcast.github.io/sirius/